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K'gari Research Symposium – K'gari towards 2050 

 
The K'gari Research Symposium was held on Friday, 26 November, at the University of the Sunshine Coast's 
Fraser Coast Campus.  

Co-convened by Dr Kim Walker and Sue Sargent, the event attracted 100 people. Butchulla elder Auntie Karen 
Hall welcomed everyone to Country, referring to the Butchulla peoples' custodial role for K'gari, songlines 
and pathways, observing Butchulla lore, and acknowledging the strength and knowledge of Butchulla 
ancestors.  

Prof Joanne Scott acknowledged the Butchulla traditional owners and welcomed all First Nations participants. 
She highlighted that the day would focus on what was known, what was unknown, and significantly, what 
we need to learn - with a need to focus on research that has an impact and potential to make a difference. 
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Welcome back for another year. Congratulations to the 
University of the Sunshine Coast and the Butchulla 
Aboriginal Corporation for the successful K’gari Research 
Symposium and all the partners who have been hard at 
work undertaking ecological assessments on K’gari.  

Both activities have highlighted how much more work is 
needed. Further research to predict the implications of 
climate change and changes to K’gari’s management to 
help the island restore and withstand the challenges to 
come.  

Cooperation and collaboration are the keys to success.  

The Editor 
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Adrian Tantari, Member for Hervey Bay, spoke about the recent renaming of the World Heritage property 
and the bushfire, acknowledging that the bushfire had been co-managed in consultation with the Butchulla 
people.  

Keynote speakers included Chrissy Grant, an 
Aboriginal (Kuku Yalanji from the Jalun-Warra clan) 
and Torres Strait Islander (Mualgal from Kubin on Moa 
Island) Elder, Jade Gould, a Butchulla and Woppaburra 
woman from Hervey Bay and Chair of the Butchulla 
Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC, and Dr Peter Blaze 
Corcoran, Professor Emeritus of Environmental 
Studies and Environmental Education at Florida Gulf 
Coast University. 

In a follow-up session, selected panellists delivered a 
series of presentations highlighting the current state 
of knowledge. These included: A/Prof Grahame 
Applegate, USC – How to manage different vegetation 
associations: too much or too little; Prof Jennifer Firn, 

QUT – the conundrum of managing weeds; A/Prof John Tibby, University of Adelaide - the vulnerability of 
K'gari's lakes to climate change: insights from the history of the lakes and monitoring of sand lakes on North 
Stradbroke Island (Minjerribah); Dr Rhonda Melzer, QPWS – Values-Based Management Framework 
(Monitoring);  Dr Vikki Schaffer, USC – restorative tourism: a view towards quality experiences K'gari 2050; 
Prof Jamie Shulmeister, University of Canterbury – origins of the K'gari dune fields and implications for 
changes on the East Australian coast; and Dr Kathy Townsend, USC – marine life surrounding K'gari. 

A range of thought-provoking poster presentations 
was also available throughout the day, with 
presenters on-hand to answer questions over lunch. 

During the afternoon, Tim Moore led a scenario 
exercise highlighting K'gari as it could be in 2050, with 
significant challenges including climate change (and 
associated drought and rainfall conditions) and the 
implications for vegetation, wildlife and 
management.   

The final sessions for the day were facilitated round 
table discussions to identify research needs and 
management considerations (management, 
engagement and education) to future-proof a K'gari 
in 2050. General principles identified included:  

• Ensuring Butchulla involvement and acknowledging Butchulla aspirations were considered fundamental 

to success. 

• Adopting a collaborative/co-management approach, involving Butchulla people in the future 

management of the island.  

• Respectful tourism that enables visitors to become part of the solution. 

• A focus on solution-based science. 

• The ongoing importance of government support – particularly for funding.   

To download the outcomes document summarising research and management needs identified through 
the Symposium, please click here. The K'gari Research Symposium was generously supported by the 
Queensland Department of Environment and Science, Kingfisher Bay Resort Group and Fraser Island 
Defenders Organisation. 

Article contributed by Sue Sargent and Dr Kim Walker, University of the Sunshine Coast  

Participants in the round table discussions identifying the island’s 
future research and management needs (Photo: USC) 

The BAC’s Jade Gould facilitated the discussion around K’gari’s 
cultural values and Butchulla engagement (Photo: USC) 

https://contactfinia.files.wordpress.com/2022/02/outcomes-of-the-kgari-research-symposium-2.pdf
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Post-fire vegetation survey of K'gari (Fraser Island) 

A post-fire vegetation recovery survey of K'gari Great Sandy National Park was conducted in April 2021, and 
the condition of the vegetation compared to benchmark values using the BioCondition tool.  

Thirty sites were permanently marked and sampled in nine regional ecosystems. Most burnt vegetation 
comprised eucalypt woodlands, Melaleuca open forest, heathlands and peat swamps. These all showed 
remarkable resilience to the fire with no apparent loss of species and substantial vegetative regeneration 
occurring on many burnt individuals. There was very limited burning in the Syncarpia hillii, Lophostemon 
confertus tall open forests or rainforests. The fire varied in intensity, and the proportion of tree deaths ranged 
widely, but high-intensity fire caused widespread death of trees. 

 For instance, within a Regional Ecosystem (RE), 12.2.6 is described as 
Eucalyptus racemosa subsp. racemosa open forest on dunes and sand 
plains, there was an increase in tree death and reduction in overall 
BioCondition score with increasing fire intensity. However, observed 
recovery through widespread vegetative resprouting and some species 
establishment from seed will most likely result in improved 
BioCondition scores as the structure is restored. In some burnt areas, 
recovery was characterised by mass germination of Acacia penninervis 
var. longiracemosa, A. flavescens and Dodonaea viscosa subsp. 
burmanniana into dense layers. 

Across all 19 sites with previous site data from 1995-2005 that were 
resampled, the post-fire vegetation appears to contain a similar species 
composition to that recorded from 1995 onwards. Robust recovery is 
occurring across all of the nine REs sampled, apart from the coastal 
Casuarina equisetifolia subsp. incana woodlands and Banksia 
integrifolia woodlands on the frontal beach ridges and high dunes. In 
this latter vegetation, the death of most adult trees and subsequent lack 
of regeneration of the dominant tree species, despite adequate follow-
up rainfall, is a major concern. 

Article contributed by Dr John Neldner, Queensland Herbarium 

FINIA and FIDO to assist in Post-fire Recovery Action Plan 

Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service have asked FINIA and FIDO to help implement the IGEM K'gari 
Ecological Assessment Monitoring and Research Report's recommendations. 

Activities, which FIDO will lead, are currently under development and will include two projects. The first is a 
12-month targetted rehabilitation project to re-seed a small number of the foredunes badly impacted by the 
2020 bushfire. The targeted rehabilitation project will focus on the narrow band of Casuarina equisetifolia 
woodland and some other components of the ecosystem complex such as Banksia integrifolia and C. 
tessellaris dominated areas (vine thicket).   

The second project, which will be delivered over five years, aims to reduce the impacts of the Pandanus 
leafhopper, Jamella australiae, on post-fire recovery of Pandanus tectorius and build knowledge of 
abundance and distribution to improve the development/implementation of control programs. Volunteers 
will be working to collect seed, and direct sow/propagate to assist with the revegetation of Pandanus on the 
island destroyed by the bushfire. 

More information on the two projects will be released when available.   

Turtle Monitoring and Egg Relocation Training  

In December, three members of the Butchulla Land and Sea Ranger (BLSR) team (Myles Broome, Blayde Foley 
and Jodie Rainbow) undertook training with volunteers from Sandy Cape Lighthouse Conservation 
Association and Aub Strydom, learning how to monitor marine turtles and relocate nests up at Sandy Cape.  

Epicormic shoots on Corymbia intermedia 
trees at site 36 Bowraddy Break (Photo: VJ 
Neldner, Queensland Herbarium) 
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The team did patrols from the lighthouse to Rooney Point, back to 
Sandy Cape, turning back at Browns Rocks. Patrols were done both 
at night and during the day - when the rangers would drive along 
the foreshore looking for milbi (turtle) tracks. 

"We mainly looked for the loggerhead tracks, which are more 
endangered than the greens, so that we could relocate the clutches 
of the loggerheads to a caged area. There are three caged areas 
located on the high tide mark to protect them from wongaries, 
goannas and tourists," said BLSR Ranger Jodie Rainbow. 

A female milbi can lay a clutch of up to 160 eggs, but loggerhead 
turtles lay their clutches shallower than the greens, making their 
nests more vulnerable to damage.  

Basking or resting turtles were tagged and recorded along the beach. Tired from mating and swimming, and 
with multiple males trying to mate with the female turtles, turtles may deliberately beach themselves. 
Basking mostly takes place at night.  

Tagging consists of immobilising the turtle before measuring its carapace 
(which is remeasured three times to get an accurate measurement) and 
checking for any courting damage, tags or tagging scars. GPS data and the 
distance from a marked pin are also recorded.   

The BLSR team assisted with placing satellite trackers and taking skin 
biopsies from three male turtles found basking. The turtles were then 
released at the beach in front of the lighthouse. 

Three loggerhead nests were relocated to the caged areas at the front of the 
lighthouse. The eggs must be carefully handled so that the developing 
embryo does not move inside the egg. If this happens, it will kill the 
hatchling. Eggs were marked with a line facing the water to maintain their 
orientation until they were replaced in the sand. An egg chamber was dug in 
the caged area before the eggs were relaid and then re-covered with sand.  

Finally, every morning at 09:00, the BLSR assisted with the weather report 
for Sandy Cape lighthouse.   

Contributed by the Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation's Butchulla Land and Sea Rangers 

K'gari case study in biosecurity planning to become a national template 

Although management plans for protected areas typically include actions for established weeds and 
vertebrate pests, preparation of a dedicated biosecurity plan is rare.  

For many large conservation areas, including World Heritage areas, 
complexities include diffuse governance arrangements, the presence 
of a substantial tourism industry that may have little knowledge or 
capacity in biosecurity, and the cultural and livelihood needs and 
aspirations of Traditional Owners. These complexities suggest 
management of biosecurity risks in conservation settings needs to be 
underpinned by decision support tools that emphasise and 
accommodate multiple objectives and trade-offs involving multiple 
stakeholders.  

Our work with FINIA included developing a set of risk-based decision 
support tools for pre-border biosecurity planning. One key element of 
the project was recognition of the profound connection to K'gari and 
the associated responsibilities of the Butchulla people. 

Dr Walshe worked with FINIA to develop the 
methodology now set to become a national 
template for biosecurity planning  

Butchulla Land and Sea Rangers and Sandy Cape 
Lighthouse volunteers release a satellite-tagged 
male turtle (Photo: BLSR) 

Every egg must maintain its nest 
orientation to prevent the death of 
the embryo (Photo: BLSR) 
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The project was funded by the Australian Government's Department of Agriculture Water and the 
Environment via its Environmental Biosecurity Office. Andrew Pearce from the Office commended the 
project. 

"The department will support the adoption and implementation of the methods developed in this project. 
When implemented, these methods will create better environmental outcomes in the field that are more 
efficiently delivered and will help preserve the quality of human experiences that come from interacting with 
natural ecosystems." 

FINIA's Professor Jen Firn (from the Queensland University of Technology) hopes to build on the foundation 
work via a student-led project that will underpin a complete biosecurity action plan for K'gari. 

Contributed by Dr Terry Walshe, Centre of Excellence for Biosecurity Risk Analysis, University of Melbourne 

Want to Learn More? Catch Terry's research webinar: Environmental 
Biosecurity – Beyond the Matrix 

The Research & Innovation Team is excited to bring you our next research webinar showcasing leading 
researchers from the Centre of Excellence for Biosecurity Risk Analysis (CEBRA) at the University of 
Melbourne. CEBRA supports the department's vital biosecurity activities by providing evidence-based tools, 
analyses and advice to improve Australia's biosecurity system. This month we present: 

February CEBRA Research Webinar with Dr Terry Walshe from CEBRA 
11:00am – 12:00pm, Thursday 24 February 2022 

Register for our next monthly CEBRA Research webinar with Dr Terry Walshe, a Research Associate at 
CEBRA, to discuss "Environmental Biosecurity – Beyond the Matrix". Terry will discuss how risk 
management for conservation properties is typically based on rough and ready assessments using a risk 
matrix combining coarse judgments of likelihood and consequence. Terry will argue that this approach 
offers a poor basis for funding biosecurity interventions and that the level of public interest in conservation 
outcomes implies an imperative to do better. 

But there are many challenges. Along with the usual difficulties in estimating the probability of entry, 
establishment and spread, and their consequences, conservation managers: 

✓ need to partner with Traditional Owners in the development of management plans 

✓ need to negotiate the values and priorities of a range of stakeholders, including tourism interests 

✓ often have only a vague sense of what budget might be made available. 

CEBRA and the department developed a set of risk-based decision support tools for pre-border 
biosecurity planning using a case study application at K'gari (Fraser Island), where a community-
based partnership – FINIA – sought assistance from the department's Environmental Biosecurity 
Office on how to progress improved biosecurity for the island. 
Terry will illustrate the main advantages of using the risk-based decision support tools over the risk matrix 
approach using a subset of pests and pathogens that threaten the internationally recognised values of the 
World Heritage-listed K'gari. 

The department's research lead for this work, Andrew Pearce, Director, Strategy and Support 
(Environmental Biosecurity Office), will join us for the Q&A session after Terry's presentation. 

Please note that this forum will be recorded. A link to the recording will be sent to registered attendees. 

For all enquiries, please contact the Research & Innovation Section. 

 

https://www.awe.gov.au/biosecurity-trade/policy/risk-analysis/centre-of-excellence-for-biosecurity-risk-analysis
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/centre-of-excellence-for-biosecurity-risk-analysis-research-webinar-tickets-249902995587
https://cebra.unimelb.edu.au/people/associates
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Orchid Beach Wongari (Dingo) Deterrent Fence 

In response to recent high-risk dingo activity in Orchid Beach, an additional dingo-deterrent fence spanning 
nearly six kilometres will be constructed around the township. 

On 15 September 2021, the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) held a community consultation 
meeting at Orchid Beach with over 40 community members present, including local emergency services 
personnel. The meeting was well-received by the community and provided an opportunity to discuss the 
design and alignment of the new fencing around the Orchid Beach township.  

Three alignment options were presented, and on 21 October 2021, two Butchulla representatives joined 
QPWS staff at Orchid Beach to review the preliminary alignment of the dingo-deterrent fence. 

We can now advise 'Other -Option 3' concept fence alignment has been endorsed as a practical option for 
improving community and visitor safety in the area. 

Map of 'Other – Option 3' Concept Alignment 

 
QPWS believes the decision balances community needs with other design, environmental, safety, and 
cultural priorities. Key elements of this alignment include:  

• Maintaining unrestricted safe community and visitor access within the fence line 

• Ensuring unrestricted emergency access 

• Maintaining an adequate setback from all property boundaries 

• Fencing the community precinct area (Queensland Fire and Emergency Services/Aircraft Landing 
Association buildings and shop) 

• Maintaining firebreak clearance on both sides of the fence. 

Main infrastructure:  

• 1.8m high dingo deterrent fencing of a total approximate length of 5.5km around the township. 
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• Six access grids in total (two side-by-side on both northern and southern beach access roads and 
one each at Wathumba Rd and bottom of Eliza Ave). Each grid will have a pedestrian gate and 
timber road palleting. 

• Thirteen other gates (pedestrians or vehicles), including one of each gate type accessing the 
airstrip/helipad. 

The final alignment may have minor deviations in response to constraints identified in surveys and 
engineering design. However, a track will be maintained on the inside perimeter of the fence for 
emergency access around the township. Limiting the removal of World Heritage vegetation and reducing 
the area inside the fence line for managing dingo incursions or impacting potential wallaby habitat is also a 
very high priority.  

To minimise impacts and maximise management efficiency, QPWS will be reclaiming the section of fire line 
from Wathumba Road to the Ngkala Road/Northern beach access road and aligning the fence adjacent to 
existing roads or tracks where possible. 
 
Further discussions and design details will continue up to and during the tender phase, and our project 
team, contractors, and rangers will continue to be onsite over the coming months. 
 
Program/schedule  

Required site surveys have been programmed with an anticipated construction schedule commencing 
April/May 2022 for completion in the latter half of this year, should there be no further delays or impacts.   
 
Key steps are: 

• Release of the design and construction tender - February 2022 

• The project team and executive site visits – Commenced January and ongoing during February and 
March 2022. 

• Site and cultural survey – early February to March 2022 

• Updating the Orchid Beach Community Fire Management Plan with Queensland Fire and Emergency 
Services.  

We look forward to keeping you informed as the project progresses or milestones are met.

Contributed by Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service, Coastal and Islands Region 

K'gari Waste Management and Resource Recovery Strategy 

Fraser Coast Regional Council is developing a Waste Management and Resource Recovery Strategy for K'gari 
(Fraser Island), which aspires to protect and conserve the world-heritage and cultural values of the island 
through sustainable waste practices. 

The Strategy will be developed in partnership with key stakeholders such as Butchulla elders and island 
tourism operators to ensure a holistic and coordinated approach. 

“The Strategy will guide the allocation of funds and the 
timing of projects to improve waste management and 
resource recovery from the island.  It’s about providing 
clear direction to ensure waste is managed to minimise 
environmental impact and to protect the island,” 
Councillor David Lee said. 

“The island is a major tourism and recreation hotspot, 
and we don’t want it smothered under a layer of rubbish. 

“Council coordinates waste services for the residents in 
the villages while the Queensland Parks and Wildlife 
Service looks after services for the thousands of tourists 
who flock to the island each year. 

The Strategy’s Consultation Group met for the first time on 13 
December 2021 (Photo: FCRC) 

https://www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au/frasercoast/images/K_gari_Waste_Management_and_Resource_Recovery_Strategy_Workshop_small.jpg
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“The new strategy aspires to achieve a fit for purpose waste and resource recovery service that will improve 
on current practices and align with both Butchulla lore (what is good for the land comes first) and the Fraser 
Coast Waste Strategy 2019-2029.” 

This project received grant funding from the Australian Government under the Australian Heritage Grants 
Program 2020-21. 

A consultation group, which includes representatives from the Butchulla people, residents, the tourism 
industry, groups providing services, operations, or maintenance of the island, has been formed and met for 
the first time in mid-December.  

Council also called for feedback from visitors and Fraser Coast residents through a survey that closed on 
January 25 (with FINIA members also encouraged to participate via email). 

It is anticipated that the final Strategy will be presented to Council for adoption in August 2022. 

Article contributed by Edward Brown, Fraser Coast Regional Council   

Vale Marion Anderson  

In January, FINIA lost a long-term member and supporter, Marion Anderson. 
She died too young, aged 70, after a fierce battle with cancer.  

She grew up fighting and competing with two older brothers, which 
toughened her, while the unconditional love of an older sister with Downs 
Syndrome softened her. 

Marion loved her family. She raised two daughters who gave her six 
grandchildren between them. Two of her grandchildren each gave her a 
great-grandchild. She and her husband David quietly celebrated their 
Golden wedding anniversary last year. 

“Because of Marion, we went to live on K'gari (Fraser Island) in 2007. I was 
having difficulty coping with a stressful situation at work. My doctor advised 
me to leave. Marion said to me: I would rather live with you in a tent on a 
riverbank than have to visit your grave." 

David suggested that they move to K’gari, where his father built Eurong's first house in 1964 and where the 
couple had spent many family holidays. Marion agreed. When they moved to the island, Marion helped heal 
a rift between the National Park rangers and the community at Eurong. She insisted that "neighbours should 
be neighbourly." 

Marion and David both became registered National Parks volunteers. Marion helped with office work, and 
before her arthritic knees slowed her down, she worked on weeding outings, the Bitou bush bash, rubbish 
and dingo scat collections.  

“We would go to the ranger station at Eurong for an occasional morning tea, and Marion would take a batch 
of her scones. She was also a regular cook at the Fraser Island Association's annual community barbecues.” 

Marion appreciated the work of the QAS paramedics on the 
island and helped set up the Fraser Island Local Ambulance 
Committee. She became the inaugural president, an office 
she held until she died. 

Marion worked with a Police-Community Grant providing 
reflective tape marking camping grounds and posts with 
reflective tape marking track entrances for night travel, 
especially for emergency crews. Marion was also a member 
of the Eurong Rural Fire Brigade and assisted in the flood 
clean-ups in Maryborough, Gayndah and Mundubbera. 

First Responder Chris Simpson and QAS officer in Charge, 
Debbie Sgroi receiving an automatic external defibrillator from 
Local Ambulance Committee president, Marion Anderson in 
2012 (Photo: David Anderson) 

The joyful smile of Marion Anderson 
(Photo: David Anderson) 
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 “She opened our home and catered for various evening barbecues and morning teas for workers and 
volunteers from National Park, Natural Resources, Fraser Coast Council, FIDO and even FINIA. But, most 
importantly, Marion supported me, allowing me to pursue my endeavours on the mainland and the island.” 

A woman of passion, who enjoyed a joke, Marion wasn’t afraid to voice her opinion or roll up her sleeves to 
help. Marion will be sadly missed by us all. Our condolences are extended to her husband David, family, 
friends and many colleagues.   

Dates for the Diary 
 
What:  Bush Regeneration and Monitoring  
Where: Eurong, Fraser Island  
When:  27 February to 5 March, 8 to 14 May, 31 July to 6 August and 23 to 29 October 2022 (Sunday 

to Saturday).   
For: FIDO has been conducting weeklong weeding –bush regeneration programs in Eurong since 

2005. These have progressively transformed Eurong and dramatically reduced the weed 
threats there. Based at Tallinga, the former Sinclair family home in Eurong Village, work will 
focus on weeding, bush regeneration, building the Eurong nursery's capacity, and continuing 
FIDO's ongoing environmental monitoring programs. The program is supported by Eurong 
Resort, providing dinner for the volunteers each night. 

Cost:  $300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.   
More info: Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.   
 
What: Weed Management   
Where: Happy Valley, Fraser Island  
When:  17 to 23 March, 29 May to 4 June, 28 August to 3 September, and 13 to 29 November 2022 

(Thursday to Wednesday). 
For: Peter Shooter leads these trips to help tackle the heavy weed infestation around Happy Valley. 

A group of up to 8 will share "Kurrawa", a comfortable holiday house in the Centre of Happy 
Valley. The group will work to contain a particularly aggressive weed with poisonous seeds, 
Abrus prectorius Var. Africanus. This weed heavily impacts the vegetation but isn't found 
anywhere else on Fraser Island. As the Abrus comes under control, the team will increasingly 
eliminate large woody weeds Easter Cassia and Lantana. Again, fitness is needed to carry heavy 
chemical backpack sprays across steep terrain. 

Cost:  $300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.   
More info: Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.   
 
What: Fraser Island Natural Integrity Alliance Meeting 
Where: ONLINE – through Teams.  
When:  Tuesday 15 February, 10am to 2pm 
For: For all FINIA members and supporters. Quarterly meetings are a great chance to catch up and 

share what's happening or should be happening on Fraser Island (K'gari).     
Cost:  FREE (although we always appreciate a sponsor for morning tea or lunch).   
More info:  Please contact the Chair, Sue Sargent, on 0429 462 041 or email contactfinia@gmail.com.   
 

Funding Opportunities 
 
What: Gambling Community Benefit Fund 
For: One-off grants for not-for-profit organisations to help provide community services or activities 

that benefit the Queensland community. In 2022, the GCBF funding program will change. There 
will be four funding rounds, with three rounds having grants available of up to $35,000 and 
one super round with grants of up to $100,000 available.  

When: The super round closes at 11.59 pm on 28 February 2022.  
Email: cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au  
Phone: (07) 3247 4284 

mailto:weeding@fido.org.au
mailto:weeding@fido.org.au
mailto:contactfinia@gmail.com
mailto:cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
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Website:  http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-
benefit-funding-programs  

 
What: Fraser Coast Regional Council Community Environment Fund 
For: Not-for-profit community-based organisations can apply for up to $2,000 (a total funding pool 

of $10,000 is available) to assist with projects that make a positive and ongoing contribution 
to the Fraser Coast’s biodiversity, environment and waterways values. Assistance may be 
provided as cash or through in-kind Council services. 

When: Applications are open now until 27 May 2022 (although they may close earlier if all the funds 
have been expended). 

Phone:  1300 79 49 29 
Email: grants@frasercoast.qld.gov.au  
Website: https://www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au/grants-and-awards  
 
What: Norman Wettenhall Foundation—Small Environmental Grant Scheme 
For:  Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living 

environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are flora 
and fauna conservation and threatened mammal conservation with one or more of the 
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building 
(training), and research/science.   

When: Next round opens 1 April 2022 (funding released May 2022) 
Phone:  (03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer  
Email:  beth@nwf.org.au  
Website:  http://www.nwf.org.au/  
 
What: Australian Geographic Society Sponsorship  
For: Founded by Dick Smith, up to $15,000 is available for Australian Geographic Society Project 

Grants each quarter. The Society for Project Sponsorship funding targets all four Project 
Categories: Science, Community, Adventure and Environment. The society also offers seed 
grants between $500 and $3000.   

When: Applications are now taken throughout the year for sponsorship rounds. 
Phone: (02) 9263 9825 
Email:  society@ausgeo.com.au 
Website: http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-

sponsorship  
 
What: The Mullum Trust 
For: Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental 

outcomes.   Grants are available from $100 to $10,000.  Projects with specific and localised 
environmental outcomes are preferred, although locally based projects with far-reaching 
impacts are also encouraged. 

When: Ongoing 
Phone: Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658 
Email: rneoh@deloitte.com.au   
Website: http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/ 

 
Thank You to Our Sponsors! 
 

FINIA – the Natural Integrity Alliance for K'gari is a non-incorporated, not-for-profit umbrella organisation for 
its partners. As a non-incorporated organisation, we rely on our partners to support our activities for the 
K'gari (Fraser Island) World Heritage site, with no dedicated funding to support our meetings, administration, 
barge transfers, and accommodation. We want to acknowledge Fraser Coast Regional Council, Sealink Fraser 
Island, the University of the Sunshine Coast and our outstanding contributors, volunteers and donors for their 
generous support. Without this generosity, FINIA's activities would not be possible.  
 

http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-benefit-funding-programs
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-benefit-funding-programs
https://www.frasercoast.qld.gov.au/grants-and-awards
mailto:beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-sponsorship
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-sponsorship
mailto:rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/

